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One important objective of molecular assembly research is to create highly complex functional
chemical systems capable of responding, adapting, and evolving. Compared with living systems, the
synthetic systems are still rather primitive and are far from realizing those features. Nature is by far the
most important source of inspiration for designing and creating such systems. In this critical review, we
summarize an alternative approach, inspired by catalysis, to examine and describe some molecular
assembly processes. A new term, ‘‘catassembly,’’ is suggested to refer to the increase in the rate and
control of a molecular assembly process. This term combines the words ‘‘catalysis’’ and ‘‘assembly,’’ and
identifiably retains the Greek root ‘‘cat-’’ of catalysis. The corresponding verb is ‘‘catassemble’’ and the
noun is ‘‘catassembler’’, referring to the ‘‘helper’’ species. Catassembly in molecular assembly is a
concept that is analogous to catalysis in chemical synthesis. After using several examples to illustrate the
characteristics of catassembly, we discuss future methodological and theoretical developments. We also
emphasize the significance of the synergy between chemical synthesis and molecular assembly,
especially for hierarchical assembly systems. Because most efforts in the field of molecular assembly
have been devoted to the design and synthesis of molecular building blocks, we wish to stress the
apparently missing yet critical link to complex chemical systems, i.e., the design and utilization of
molecular catassemblers to facilitate the formation of functional molecular assemblies from building
blocks with high efficiency and selectivity. This rational control and accelerated method will promote
the systems chemistry approach, and may expand the spectrum of molecular assembly from basic
science to applications.
1. Introduction
Chemistry is an advanced science, and one of its most distinctive
objectives is to provide new functions by creating new molecules
and new materials. Using chemical reactions (many of which
involve catalysis), chemists have synthesized materials that shaped
our modern life, such as polymers, medicines, pesticides, energy
materials, etc. Nonetheless, most current functional materials use
only covalent bonds, and covalent synthesis has its limitations in
terms of the size, complexity and functionality of the products.
Molecular assembly provides an elegant approach to functional
materials beyond molecules with more biomimetic elements.1–10
Using molecules or molecule-modified nanoparticles as building
blocks, many complex materials11–15 with unique functions
(such as self-healing materials,16–19 biomimetic materials,20,21
smart molecular devices,22–28 etc.29–32) have been fabricated by
molecular assembly through various noncovalent interactions
(van der Waals,10 hydrogen bonding,33–35 hydrophobic effects,36,37
weak coordination,38–42 etc.43).
To achieve more advanced functions like what nature does,
an artificial cell for instance, one has to construct complex
functional chemical systems based on a deep understanding
of molecular assembly. Such research is also essential to
answer the big question for chemists: how does matter become
complex?44
The current investigations on molecular assembly processes
mainly focus on building blocks (through tailoring their sizes,
shapes, solubilities, functional groups, or non-covalent inter-
actions) and their interplay with the environment (through the
variations of solvent, temperature, concentration or solid inter-
face). The implementation of molecular information45 into the
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structural motifs of each building block has indeed realized
certain controllability of the molecular assembly process, in
many cases giving a notion that these components build up the
ordered assemblies by themselves.
Nonetheless, most artificial chemical systems pale in com-
parison to life systems in terms of complexity and efficiency.46
Importance should also be attached to increasing the efficiency
of artificial systems. Especially, in complex assembly systems
with hierarchical assembly processes, efficiency and controll-
ability of each sub-process become significant for maintaining
the overall efficiency. Therefore, developing strategies to
enhance the assembly efficiency and controllability is crucial.
In this review, we attempt to import the concept of catalysis,
which is well known as the most efficient control method of chemical
reactions, into molecular assembly. Examples are chosen to demon-
strate the superiority of this concept in increasing assembly efficiency
and controllability. We further propose to introduce the research
methodology of catalysis (e.g., various types of catalytic methods,
theories and characterization techniques) into molecular assembly
and attempt to answer the question ‘‘what else can be learned from
catalysis?’’ which could be vitally important in expanding the scope of
molecular assembly from basic research to applications.
2. Can molecular assembly learn from
catalysis?
Molecular assembly and chemical reaction are the two most
important approaches to creating new materials. The well-
established field of chemical synthesis has developed many
effective control methods in past centuries. Beginning only a
few decades ago, the field of molecular assembly is much
younger than that of chemical synthesis, thus the former can
learn some control methods from the latter.
For chemical synthesis, field-assisted reaction (e.g., photo-
reaction and electro-reaction) and catalysis47–51 (e.g. photo-catalysis,
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electro-catalysis, and supramolecular catalysis52–54) have been
developed as effective control methods. Especially, catalysis
plays an indispensable role in chemical engineering to meet
the demands of high product selectivity and high yield.49 With
respect to molecular assembly, although methods of self-
assembly and field-assisted assembly (e.g., photo-assisted
assembly,23,55–57 and electro-assisted assembly43,57–59) have
been well developed, so far the ‘‘catalysed-assembly’’ method
is almost unknown (question marks in Table 1). Although some
experimental research studies may be applied (as shown in
Section 2.2), this concept of catalysed-assembly has not yet
drawn great attention, nor has it been addressed explicitly.60
2.1 Definition of catassembly
Because this phenomenon has barely been recognized, con-
ceptualization and specialized terminology need to be estab-
lished before starting to discuss the examples and further
develop the methodology. Initially, we tried to use the term
catalysed-assembly to describe this phenomenon. However, we
cannot find a corresponding term or phrase to appropriately
describe the substance that accelerates a catalysed-assembly
process, because ‘‘supramolecular catalysts’’52–54 and ‘‘non-
covalent catalysts’’61 have been restricted to substances that
accelerate a chemical reaction, instead of an assembly process.
Besides, this phenomenon in molecular assembly differs from
catalysis in essence (see ESI† for detailed explanation).
Therefore, we suggest ‘‘catassembly’’ as an abbreviation of
catalysed-assembly,60 as it combines the words ‘‘catalysed’’ and
‘‘assembly’’, has a set of syllables that can be read easily,
and identifiably retains the Greek root ‘‘cat-’’ of catalysis. In
addition, the noun form could be defined as: a catassembler is
a substance (or a group of substances working synergistically)
that increases the rate of an assembly process without modifying
the overall standard Gibbs energy change; the process is called
catassembly. The corresponding verb and adjective forms are
catassemble and catassembled. This series of terms will com-
pletely avoid any confusion with supramolecular catalysts and
noncovalent catalysts.
Through an analogy to building a floating bridge, Fig. 1
illustrates why catassembly is more efficient than molecular
self-assembly in the formation of complex systems. At a narrow
site in a river, plates with specific concave and convex sites
could accumulate and collide with each other, subsequently
adjust the interfaces to implement embedment and could
finally form a bridge. This process is analogous to molecular
self-assembly: the river water corresponds to the solvent, the
plates correspond to molecular building blocks, and the inter-
actions at the concave and convex sites of plates correspond to
the noncovalent interactions between building blocks. How-
ever, this self-assembly process can be estimated to require a
substantial amount of time to form the bridge. In contrast, an
alternative approach can significantly increase the efficiency by
conveying and assembling the plates with porters and builders
Fig. 1 Cartoons of the construction of a floating bridge that illustrate why catassembly is more efficient than self-assembly. Panels A to C represent a
self-assembly process, which requires many hours to form a floating bridge. In contrast, with the assistance of porters and builders (corresponding to two
kinds of catassembler), a bridge can be built in 1 hour (panels D and E). After the first bridge is completed, the workers leave it and build other bridges
somewhere else (panel F).
Table 1 Comparison of control methods for chemical synthesis and
molecular assembly
Chemical synthesis Molecular assembly
Spontaneous reaction Self-assembly
Field-assisted reaction Field-assisted assembly
Photo-reaction Photo-assisted assembly
Electro-reaction Electro-assisted assembly
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respectively. In addition, these porters and builders can build more
bridges. This process is analogous to catassembly: the workers
correspond to catassemblers, and the interactions between the
catassemblers and building blocks are also noncovalent.
2.2 Primitive examples of catassembly
Small molecules, such as organic compounds, oligomers and
related coordination complexes, can be assembled into supra-
molecular structures through noncovalent interactions under
certain conditions. The catassembly processes are regulated
by catassemblers through noncovalent interactions as well.
Catassemblers may transport building blocks to the appropriate
assembly sites, regulate the configurations and orientations of
building blocks, and promote molecular recognition at multiple
interaction sites.
Reinhoudt et al. reported a type of asymmetric catassembly.62
Achiral calix[4]arenedimelamine (CA) and cyanurate (CYA) self-
assembled into a chiral supramolecular structure through multiple
cooperative hydrogen bonds. The (P)-enantiomer and (M)-
enantiomer of the assembly could undergo interconversion
through a ‘‘disassembly and reassembly’’ process (Fig. 2) and
racemize the chiral assembly. Fortunately, however, because
the energy barrier was relatively high, the interconversion was
sufficiently slow for the enantiomers to be isolated. Interest-
ingly, the addition of chiral barbiturate (BAR) significantly
accelerated the racemization by lowering the energy barrier.
BAR facilitated the assembly processes through the formation
and cleavage of hydrogen bonds with the building blocks but
ultimately departed from the assemblies without modifying the
overall Gibbs energy change. Therefore, BAR could be regarded
as a small-molecule catassembler in this catassembly process.
Another type of asymmetric catassembly has been achieved
by using chiral molecules to control the nucleation processes of
one-dimensional assembly of p-conjugated systems, usually
followed by further self-replication processes. One example is
Purrello et al. used a chiral amino acid phenylalanine (Phe) to
promote the asymmetric selectivity of the co-assemblies of two
opposite-charged achiral porphyrins.63 These enantiospecific
co-assemblies could be separated from the system by physical
means (centrifugation and filtration), without containing a
trace of Phe. Thus, Phe could be considered as an asymmetric
catassembler in this process.
Along this line, we reported a strategy for the creation
of isolable chiral assemblies from a variety of p-conjugated
carboxylic acids (CCAs) with a catassembler of carboxymethyl
cellulose (CMC).64 For example, the assembly process for N,N0-
di(1-carboxylethyl)-3,4,9,10-perylenetetracarboxylbisimide (CPTCI)
was controlled at a slow rate by the addition of the water-soluble
CPTCI conjugate base into an acidic aqueous solution that
contained chiral CMC (Fig. 3A). Under these conditions the CPTCI
assembly could be isolated from the solution by simple centrifu-
gation. No CMC was found in the isolated final chiral assembly.
However, either the absence of the catassembler CMC or the use
of a small chiral molecule, such as tartaric acid, instead of CMC
resulted in achiral assembly of CPTCI. The chiral induction by
CMC was ascribed to the weak intermolecular COOH–COOH
Fig. 2 Racemization of the enantiomers (P) and (M) under the disassembly–
reassembly and catassembly processes. In the normal disassembly–reassembly
racemization process, which is represented by the long black arrow, the (P)- or
(M)-enantiomer of (CA)3(CYA)6 first disassembles into the building blocks CA
and CYA; then, the building blocks reassemble into the two enantiomers. In the
catassembled racemization process represented by the long orange arrow,
one of the CYA building blocks in the (P)- or (M)-enantiomer of (CA)3(CYA)6 is
first displaced by the chiral catassembler BAR and forms a ternary complex
(CA)3(BAR)(CYA)5, which further changes into the corresponding ternary
enantiomer through a disassembly–reassembly process. The BAR in the ternary
enantiomer is finally displaced by CYA and forms the other enantiomer of (CA)3
(CYA)6. The molecular structures of CYA, BAR, CA and enantiomer (P) are
presented in the dashed box. Structural images adapted from ref. 62 (Copyright
(2000), with permission from Nature Publishing Group).
Fig. 3 (A) Molecular structures of CPTCI and CMC. (B) Schematic repre-
sentation of the catassembled pathway of CPTCI. Chiral assembly of
CPTCI is induced by the formation of weak intermolecular COOH–COOH
hydrogen bonds between CPTCI and the chiral polymer CMC. After the
CPTCI molecules are well assembled, the intra-assembly ‘‘layer-to-layer’’
COOH–COOH interactions replace the interactions between CPTCI and
CMC; hence, the assemblies are released from the catassembler CMC.
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hydrogen-bonding interaction between CMC and CPTCI. This
intermolecular interaction was subsequently replaced by the
intra-assembly ‘‘layer-to-layer’’ COOH–COOH interaction between
the CPTCI molecules; and this replacement released the catas-
sembler CMC from the assemblies (Fig. 3B). In other similar
catassembly processes, chiral supramolecular materials have been
created by the assembly of achiral building blocks into isolable
chiral homo- and hetero-aggregates in aqueous solutions.65,66
Hybridization processes of DNA strands, known as ‘‘displace-
ment reactions,’’ are central to both natural biological systems67,68
and artificial DNA nanotechnology.69,70 The processes are
essentially the assembly and disassembly processes for DNA
strands because the interactions between complementary
base pairs are noncovalent hydrogen bonds. A sophisticated
catassembly process for the displacement of DNA strands has
been designed by Turberfield et al.71 Simple hybridization
between complementary strands L (70 bases) and L0 would
occur rapidly. Nonetheless, a protective strand S0 (30 bases) was
designed to hybridize 15-base sections at either end of strand L
to form a loop (Fig. 4), which slowed the hybridization process
between L and L0 100-fold. The catassembler DNA strand M
(21 bases) could hybridize strand L from an external toehold,
thus displacing half of S0 from L and opening the loop. After the
loop was open, L0 could easily hybridize L and displace strand
S0 and the catassembler (Fig. 4). This catassembly process
was approximately 30 times faster than the non-catassembled
process. This pioneering work has triggered several studies on
catassembled displacement of DNA strands.72–75 For example,
in a similar system, Winfree et al. reported a catassembled
efficiency enhancement of approximately 5000-fold over the
non-catassembled process.73
Unlike the assembly of unmodified inorganic nanoparticles
(NPs), the assembly of modified NPs depends on the interactions
of the adsorbed molecules. Therefore, molecular catassembly
systems could be transplanted onto the surface of NPs to allow
the catassembly of NPs. For example, we have successfully
transplanted the catassembled displacement of DNA strands
onto the surface of gold NPs.76 The assembly of two types of
modified NPs was driven by a toehold-mediated DNA strand
displacement process, which was catassembled by an oligo-
nucleotide. As shown in Fig. 5, NP-1 was modified with
oligomer-1, and NP-2 was modified with a complex of
oligomer-2, a linker-oligomer, and a protector-oligomer. The
displacement of the protector-oligomer by oligomer-1 would
associate the two NPs, but the direct occurrence of this process
was difficult. The DNA strand displacement on the surface of the
NPs would occur only if the toehold was at least eight bases long,
whereas a five-base toehold was long enough to achieve a
sufficiently high rate in pure DNA systems. The displacement
of the protector-oligomer by the catassembler-oligomer occurs
through a five-base toehold-mediated process, which would
elongate the toehold at the linker-oligomer terminal. Hence,
the assembly rate of NP-1 and NP-2 was significantly enhanced
by the catassembler-oligomer.
Note that molecular assembly for functional materials is just
in its infancy; hence, only primitive examples are provided in
this review. However, it can be expected that more advanced
materials with high efficiency and selectivity could be achieved
with the development of catassembly.
2.3 Features of catassembly
From the definition and examples above, we summarize the
features of catassembly: (1) the catassembly processes are
regulated by catassemblers through multi-site synergistic non-
covalent interactions, (2) a catassembler increases the efficiency
and/or selectivity of an assembly process by dividing it into a
cascade of sub-processes, (3) a catassembler is capable of
assisting many building block molecules in a single-step procedure,
as it would leave the assembly voluntarily when finishing its
mission, and is not present in the final structure.60
With these distinct characteristics, a catassembler can be
distinguished from the similar or relative concepts (Table 2),
such as a coassembled linker,77–79 a template15,38,80–82 (which
can be considered co-assembled species because a template
Fig. 5 Graphical representation of self-assembly and catassembly pro-
cesses of DNA-modified Au NPs.
Fig. 4 Scheme for kinetic control of DNA hybridization by a catassembler
strand. The thin and thick line segments with the same colours represent
the complementary base pairs. The black arrow represents the self-
assembly process, whereas the orange arrow represents the catassembly
process. Adapted from ref. 71 (Copyright (2003), with permission from The
American Physical Society).
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does not voluntarily leave the assembly when finishing its
mission as a helper60,83), a catalyst (including the traditional
catalyst, enzyme, and supramolecular catalyst52–54), and a chaperone
(which is usually a multi-component protein that promotes
polypeptide folding with the role of preventing incorrect folding
or oligomerization,84–86 see more in Section 5).
Note that some features of catassembly have been pointed
out in the definition (Section 2.1), but were not revealed in the
examples above (Section 2.2), such as a porter-like catassembler
and the synergy of a group of catassemblers. This is because we
could only provide primitive artificial examples at the present
stage. However, molecular assembly has complexity at different
levels, as shown in Fig. 6. At level 1, assembly involves relatively
simple noncovalent interactions between one or two kinds of
molecules, and thus can be accomplished through a spontaneous
pathway (self-assembly) easily. However, at level 2, hierarchical
assembly involves multi-components and complex interactions,
thus catassemblers tend to be useful, as the builders in Fig. 1 will
become more important when the bridge turns complex. And at
higher levels, supramolecular systems involve multiple associated
assembly processes at multiple time and space scales, the synergy
of a group of catassemblers will be important, and the effect of
porters starts to emerge gradually. For instance, the synergy of a
group of catassemblers can be found in life science as shown in
Session 5. And although porter-like molecules are seldom
created in chemical reactions87 or ‘‘low-level’’ assembly processes,
they play an important role in life science, such as tRNA46 and
kinesin.88
3. What else can catassembly learn
from catalysis?
Although the previously discussed cases show some features of
catassembly, well-developed systems remain rare, and controll-
ability of these systems is expected to be further improved. In
contrast, catalytic developments are effectively promoted
through methodological studies, including various experi-
mental methods, theories and characterization techniques.
Can we find additional inspiration from catalysis to promote
the development of methodology for catassembly research?
3.1 Catassembly could be homogeneous or heterogeneous
Catalysts can either be homogeneous or heterogeneous,
depending on whether a catalyst exists in the same phase as
the substrate.47–49 The previously presented catassembly examples
are essentially homogeneous catassembly because both the building
blocks and the catassemblers exist in the same solutions. In
contrast, a heterogeneous catassembler that accelerates an assembly
process should be in a different phase from the building blocks, as
in the following example.
Wu et al. reported that assembly at a liquid/solid interface
could be efficiently accelerated by protons in the solution
phase.89 A highly ordered self-assembled structure of a neutral
bipyridyl compound (P3) was formed at the heptanoic acid/
HOPG interface within 4–6 hours, whereas the same structure
was formed within minutes in the presence of protons (Fig. 7A).
Protons were not present in the final assembly. The proposed
catassembled mechanism (Fig. 7B) suggests that a proton first
converts a pyridine segment of the first P3 molecule into a
cationic pyridinium, thus enhancing the ability of the first P3
molecule to form hydrogen bonds with the second P3 molecule.
Upon the formation of these hydrogen bonds, the proton is
more susceptible to the third P3 molecule because the pyridine
segment in the hydrogen-bonded first P3 molecule becomes
less basic. This proton activates the a-H and b-H sites of the
third P3 molecule through the formation of pyridinium, which
then again forms hydrogen bonds with the second P3 molecule.
The protons in the solution phase accelerate the assembly
Table 2 Comparisons among the features of catassembler, catalyst, supramolecular catalyst, and template
Catassembler Catalyst Supramolecular catalyst Template
Region of applicability Molecular assembly Chemical reaction Chemical reaction From atomic to macro level
Interactions Noncovalent Covalent Noncovalent Covalent and noncovalent
Active sites Several/multiple One or two Several/multiple From one to multiple
Self-releasable Yes Yes Yes No
Selectivity High High High From low to high
Fig. 6 Fabrication of functional materials through chemical reaction and
molecular assembly with complexity at different levels. Hierarchical mate-
rial images adapted from ref. 5 (Copyright (2012), with permission from the
American Association for the Advancement of Science). Self-healing
material image adapted from ref. 16 (Copyright (2008), with permission
from Nature Publishing Group).
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process of the P3 molecules at the interface without staying in
the final assembly; this proton-assisted assembly process can
be regarded as an example of heterogeneous catassembly, in
which the proton is the heterogeneous catassembler.
In this example, the catassembly occurs at the liquid/solid
interface, and the catassembler is in the solution phase. This
situation differs from that observed for many examples of
heterogeneous catalysis at liquid/solid interfaces in which the
reactions occur in the solution phase and the solid surfaces are
the catalysts. The development of functional surfaces to be
catassemblers for molecular assembly in the solution phase
remains a challenge. To realize this type of heterogeneous
catassembly, one possible approach is to transplant typical
homogeneous catassemblers onto solid surfaces, such as electrodes
or NPs.60 The decorated heterogeneous catassemblers would have
features that differ distinctly from those of the original homo-
geneous catassemblers. For example, the catassemblers could easily
be separated and could allow spatial control of catassembly.
3.2 Development of theories and characterization methods
Theoretical investigations and the development of character-
ization techniques have effectively promoted both basic
research and industrial applications of catalysis. Although the
concept of catalytic chemistry is well defined and the theory
and characterization methods for the study of thermodynamics
and kinetics are quite rich, these methods remain far from
describing well all the phenomena and processes of catassembly
in which synergetic intermolecular interactions play a central
role. The developments in the theory and characterization
methods for molecular assembly can be reasonably expected to
pave the way for a more comprehensive understanding of both
self-assembly and catassembly.
A catalyst accelerates the rate of a reaction by selectively
reducing the activation energies of certain pathways.49,90 For
general catalytic reactions, the active centre is localized, and
enthalpy is the main driving force; therefore, high temperatures
and/or high pressures are necessary for many catalytic reactions.
In contrast, an assembly process usually occurs under mild
conditions and with a smaller enthalpy change. When building
blocks are bound by multi-site noncovalent interactions, the
reduction in the degrees of freedom of molecular translations
and rotations and the increase in the degrees of freedom of
molecular vibrations may result in an increase in entropy, which
is the main driving force of most assembly processes.91,92 During
a catassembly process, the catassembler primarily decreases the
entropy barrier by regulating the assembly pathways.
The introduction of a catassembler could divide an assembly
process into associated sub-processes and thus break a large
energy barrier into small barriers. In these sub-processes, the
catassembler may co-assemble with two or more building
blocks to form a large assembly, where a facile intra-assembly
pathway replaces the original inter-assembly pathway. There-
fore, an understanding of these sub-processes and the roles of
the catassembler in the sub-processes is significant for the
design of efficient catassemblers.
A more comprehensive description and modeling based on
the cooperative entropic and enthalpic contributions are highly
desirable. From the perspective of kinetics, a universal theoretical
model for catassembly, analogous to the transition-state theory for
catalysis, would be essential. More importantly, catassembly is
primarily based on multi-site noncovalent interactions with distinct
synergistic characteristics; the research into catassembly should
not only learn from catalysis but also establish its own domain by
taking advantage of knowledge from the life and physical sciences.
It has been well known that in addition to theories and
simulations, the establishment and development of in situ
characterization techniques have promoted catalysis research
significantly.49 However, these powerful methods of catalysis
remain far from well probing all processes of catassembly in
which synergetic intermolecular interactions play a central role.
Accordingly, insightful study of catassembly would similarly
require corresponding new characterization techniques. As
catassembly is primarily based on multi-site noncovalent inter-
actions with distinct synergistic characteristics, the character-
ization of the dynamic noncovalent interactions over multiple
time and length scales remains a great challenge.
With the strength of high energetic resolution, in situ
NMR,93–95 circular dichroism (CD),96–98 vibrational CD (VCD),99,100
Raman optical activity (ROA) spectroscopies,101 and their combined
time-resolved methods will most likely play an important role in this
direction. Regarding the techniques with high spatial resolution,
in situ transmission electron microscope (TEM) that can
obtain atomic imaging of specimens in liquid will be a highly
promising technique.102 Besides, an alternative approach is the
strategic hybridization of existing techniques, such as neutron
scattering,103 inelastic X-ray scattering (IXS),104 small-angle
Fig. 7 (A) Self-assembly and catassembly processes of P3. (B) Proposed
mechanism for the catassembly process of P3. The red-coloured H
indicates the activated H atom that serves as a hydrogen donor. The
dashed arrows indicate the approach of the pyridyl N atom to the activated
H atom. A catassembler proton is highlighted in yellow. Adapted from
ref. 89 (Copyright (2012), with permission from The American Chemical
Society).
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X-ray scattering (SAXS),105,106 glancing angle X-ray diffraction
(GAXRD),105,106 X-ray photon correlation spectroscopy
(XPCS),107 etc.103,108
4. Synergy between molecular
assembly and chemical reaction
As previously discussed, the field of molecular assembly can
learn from the well-developed field of chemical synthesis; the
synergy between the fields will also be significant. Chemical
reactions are essential for molecular assembly because they
produce not only the various building blocks but also the
catassemblers. In contrast, the features of molecular assembly
(reversibility and dynamic characters) have been imported into
chemical synthesis and have led to the emergence of dynamic
covalent chemistry.45,109–111
Furthermore, reactions and assembly could be combined to
develop various multi-process methods for the fabrication of
highly complex materials. For example, in ‘‘chemical reaction-
induced assembly’’ systems, a chemical reaction and the sub-
sequent assembly of the reaction products occur synchronously
under the same conditions.112–117 Thus, the assembly could be
triggered by the preceding reaction, whereas the kinetic assembly
process could be controlled through regulation of the rate of the
chemical reaction. Various types of chemical reactions, such as heat-
induced reactions,112 photo-induced reactions,113 electro-induced
reactions114 and enzyme-catalysed reactions,115–117 have been used
in this associated procedure. In contrast, most of these associated
processes involve only self-assembly. More efficient methods would
be realized through the introduction of catassembly and field-
assisted assembly into this ‘‘chemical reaction–molecular assembly’’
process. For example, we developed a ‘‘dehydration reaction–
asymmetric catassembly’’ procedure to fabricate chiral J-aggregates
of perylene dianhydride (PDA).118 The PDA building block was
generated from the dehydration reaction of its precursor in an
acidic solution of cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB). The
subsequent co-assembly of PDA and CTAB was catassembled by
chiral tartaric acid. By modulating the concentration of tartaric
acid, we could controllably fabricate the chiral and achiral
J-aggregates of PDA.
Likewise, a ‘‘molecular assembly–chemical reaction’’ procedure
has been widely reported,119–121 e.g., the ‘‘covalent capture’’
method.119,120 Although materials fabricated by molecular assem-
bly have unique characteristics, such as good reversibility and self-
repairability,16–18 many materials require greater stability than the
typical assembled materials can provide. An effective approach is to
introduce covalent bonds into an assembly process at appropriate
sites and time. This associated process of ‘‘molecular assembly–
chemical reaction’’ would inherit the advantages of both molecular
assembly, e.g., well-defined structures on a large scale, and
chemical reactions, such as robustness. Various types of chemical
reactions, such as photoreactions122 and the click reaction,123 have
been used to reinforce stability in self-assembled structures. None-
theless, the combined ‘‘catassembly–reaction’’ process has seldom
been used.
One analogous example was reported by Michl et al.124
(Fig. 8), who first formed a quadrate intermediate assembly
by the co-assembly of pyridine-terminated connectors and
molecular rods that contained Pt cations at each end
(Fig. 8B). They then subjected the assembly to Cu(I)-catalysed
replacement of all the pyridine-terminated connectors for
analogous ethynyl-terminated connectors; this replacement
converted the noncovalent coordinate bonds (N - Pt+) into
covalent C–Pt bonds. In this single-step ‘‘covalent stabilization’’
process, the pyridine-terminated connectors served as an inter-
mediate template to enhance the selectivity of the product,
whereas the Cu(I) catalysed the covalent stabilization sub-
process by increasing the efficiency of the oxidation reaction.
The pyridine-terminated connector functioned as a catassem-
bler because it assisted the process through noncovalent inter-
actions and was absent from the final products. Therefore, this
procedure not only combined the facility of reversible assembly
Fig. 8 (A) Two-step synthesis of a covalently stabilized molecular square.
(B) Molecular structures in this process. Blue and orange rod connectors
represent molecular connectors terminated with ethynyls and pyridines,
respectively. Green balls represent the coordinated Pt cations, which are
covalently attached to the ethynyls and noncovalently attached to the
pyridines. Adapted from ref. 124 (Copyright (2012), with permission from
The American Chemical Society).
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and the robustness of covalent synthesis but also combined the
high selectivity and efficiency of both catassembly and
catalysis.
Molecular assembly could also be associated with disassembly,
which is analogous to chemical decomposition. The associated
process of ‘‘assembly–disassembly’’ has been widely employed as a
two-step noncovalent synthetic method.125–127 In this kind of
process, transient template functions similarly to the catassembler
but with a clear difference: removal of the template must be
accomplished through an extra disassembly process in the second
step; thus, the template only functions once every two steps,
whereas a catassembler could work repeatedly in a single step. In
addition to the two-step associated methods, a more complicated
multi-process association (e.g., molecular assembly–chemical
reaction–disassembly128) has also been reported.
In summary, chemical reactions are essential to the fab-
rication of molecular building blocks and catassemblers.
Both chemical reactions and molecular assembly can be used
to fabricate functional materials; however, molecular assem-
bly, especially processes that involve catassembly, is more
capable of fabricating high-complexity materials. When the
targeted materials become more functional, the procedures
to make them will be more sophisticated, and catassembly
will play a more important role. These processes are analo-
gous to the construction of cable-stayed bridges, which are
much more complicated than the floating bridge shown in
Fig. 1. The workers become essential and must form a team
with comprehensive skills. The association of chemical reac-
tions with molecular assembly (including self-assembly,
field-assisted assembly, and catassembly) in a variety of ways
is important to the development of multi-step processes
(Fig. 9). If catassembly can be applied to these associated
processes, more efficient methods might be established for
the fabrication of functional materials with remarkably high
complexities.
5. Catassembly can learn from life
science
The study of molecular assembly has two main purposes: to
develop new functional materials and to understand how
matter becomes complex. From a certain perspective, biological
systems are functional systems with the highest degree of
complexity, as reflected in the intricate associations of multiple
reactions and assembly processes in the life sciences. Some of
these assembly processes are closely related to catassembly. For
example, the active 70S initiation complex (70SIC) in Fig. 10,
which is a ribosome in prokaryotic cells, is formed through the
co-assembly of mRNA, fmet-tRNA (fmet) and two ribosomal
subunits (the 50S subunit and the 30S subunit).129–131 During
this process, three initiation factors (IFs)—IF1, IF2, and
IF3—synergistically assist the combination of the mRNA, tRNA
and 30S subunits to form the 30S initiation complex (30SIC).
The 30SIC then engages the 50S subunit, and the removal of
the IFs completes the assembly of the 70SIC. The IFs are not
Fig. 9 Synergy between chemical reactions and molecular assembly.
Fig. 10 The formation of 70S initiation complex through the co-assembly
of mRNA, fmet, the 30S ribosomal subunit and the 50S ribosomal subunit,
with the assistance of IF 1, 2, and 3.
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present in the final structure and can continue to assist the
assembly by starting a new cycle. The efficiency has been shown
to be decreased by seven-fold, 600-fold or nine-fold if IF1, IF2 or
IF3 is, respectively, absent from this process.130 Therefore, IFs
play the role of catassemblers in the assembly of 70SIC.
Protein folding and assembly processes assisted by molecular
chaperones can also be considered to be a catassembly process to
some extent. The assistant effect of the chaperone has its own
characteristics: (1) molecular chaperones are usually multi-
component molecular machines that promote folding through
ATP- and cofactor-regulated binding and release cycles; (2) molecu-
lar chaperones have relatively low selectivity for polypeptide chains;
one type of molecular chaperone can assist the folding of various
polypeptide chains of different amino acid sequences; and (3) the
role of the molecular chaperones is to prevent incorrect polypeptide
folding or oligomerization—not to convey steric information for
assembly.84–86
Catassembler researchers in materials science and the life
sciences could learn from each other in at least the following
three aspects: (1) the particular catassemblers in the life
sciences or their derivatives may be used as catassemblers for
catassembled fabrication of functional materials, and (2) the
mechanisms of catassemblers in the life sciences could be
extended into the design of catassemblers for materials science.
For example, chaperonin, a typical molecular chaperone,
assists protein folding through ATP-driven cyclic changes of
its inner cage between hydrophilicity and hydrophobicity.84
Inspired by this mechanism, researchers have designed artifi-
cial chaperones based on fuel-driven cyclic changes of a NP
surface between hydrophilicity and hydrophobicity.132 (3) Bio-
logical catassemblers could be modified chemically to regulate
their assistant effects in the life sciences. For example, in E. coli,
chaperonin can promote the folding of at least 250 types of
proteins;84 thus, chaperonin exhibits low selectivity. If the
selectivity of chaperonin could be improved through chemical
modification (e.g., the binding of a special peptide segment
to chaperonin), specific folding and proteome maintenance
functions might be achieved.
Finally, systematic research and discovery of new catas-
sembled processes could enhance the perception of the life
sciences. Because cellular environments are highly crowded
with macromolecules, molecular assembly in biology is much
more complex than that in chemistry.133 Therefore, a deep
understanding of catassembly in chemistry would facilitate
the discovery of more complex catassembled processes in the
life sciences. In this way, catassembled phenomena might be
found to be even more fundamental and important in life
sciences than we have realized to date.
6. Conclusions and outlook
In this review, we have proposed a different strategy, based on
catalytic chemistry, to examine and describe molecular-
assembly processes for the creation of functional chemical
systems with high efficiency and selectivity. Because chemical
synthesis is generally much more developed than molecular
assembly, the latter field can learn a substantial amount from
the former field. Therefore, the concept of catalysis, which is
widely used in chemical synthesis, could be extended to assembly.
Accordingly, we propose the term catassembly, which refers to
increased rates and better control of assembly processes.
To address the key question of ‘‘can molecular assembly
learn from catalytic chemistry?’’ we used some primitive exam-
ples of catassembly to present their distinct characteristics and
their difference from template-assisted self-assembly. These
highly efficient assembly processes involve small molecules,
macromolecules and molecule-modified NPs and demonstrate
the characteristics and superiority of catassembly. In some of
these examples, the strategy of catassembly has apparently
been applied unknowingly. More importantly, because most
efforts have focused on how to rationally design and synthesize
molecular building blocks, and the creation of functional
chemical systems relying on the self-assembly of these compo-
nents, we wish to emphasize the seemingly missing yet critical
consideration in this field: the design and utilization of mole-
cular catassemblers for the construction of new functional
chemical systems with significantly high efficiency and selec-
tivity. This approach was the main motivation for this review.
To this end, we predict that the broad knowledge of catalysis
will inspire the development of catassembly methodologies,
e.g., heterogeneous catassembly. These new approaches to the
control and acceleration of processes will expand the spectrum
of molecular assembly from basic science to applications.
In the construction of functional chemical systems, mole-
cular assembly is hierarchical and occurs at different levels with
multiple length scales. As the targeted systems become more
functional, the construction procedures become more compli-
cated. In this regard, a single self-assembly process is insuffi-
cient, at least not to a large extent. Instead, catassembly could
be a more efficient approach. In addition, to ensure the stability
of the final product, the interplay and even synergy between
chemical reactions and molecular assembly could endow the
target systems with both high stability and high functionality.
Although the concept of catalytic chemistry is well defined
and the theory and characterization methods for the study of
thermodynamics and kinetics are quite rich, these methods
remain far from describing well all the phenomena and pro-
cesses of catassembly in which synergetic intermolecular inter-
actions play a central role. A great challenge is the development
of new techniques capable of in situ characterization of the
synergetic and dynamic noncovalent interactions at multiple
time and length scales to unravel molecular assembly and
especially catassembly processes. The phenomenal free energy
approach of thermodynamics does not appear to be very useful
in controllable molecular assembly; a more comprehensive
description and modeling based on the cooperative enthalpic
and entropic contributions are highly desirable. From the
perspective of kinetics, a theoretical method for catassembly,
analogous to the transition-state theory for catalysis, would be
useful. More importantly, catassembly is primarily based on
multi-site noncovalent interactions with distinct synergistic
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characteristics; the field of catassembly should not only learn
from catalysis but also establish its own domain by taking
advantage of knowledge from the life and physical sciences.
Overall, we are optimistic that, with the development of
catassembly, numerous opportunities will emerge in the field
of molecular assembly and thus enhance our understanding of
the assembly mechanisms. This approach will promote the
systems chemistry approach,134–136 and may pave the way
toward new discoveries of highly complex functional chemical
systems and result in new contributions to the chemical,
materials and life sciences.
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